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Across Down 
    

1 Deadly biological agent associated with  1 A person who encourages or assists someone to  

 career-defining 2003 presentation at UNSC  commit a crime or do something wrong such as in 

 by then US Secretary of State Colin Powell   much quoted Qur’anic sura (“Oft as they kindle  

 warning of imminent global threat of Iraqi  a beacon fire for war shall God quench it and  

 WMD and casus belli for invasion  their aim will be to … disorder on the earth: but  

7 80s TV star known for role of Chachi Arcola  God loveth not the …(s) of disorder etc.”) and 

 in Happy Days and controversial right-wing   Islamophobic staple of Max Harris, Shmuley  

 views (Sandy Hook faked by liberals to enact   Boteach et. al 

 gun laws, Obama secret Muslim etc., etc.) 2 Nelson Algren (initials)  

8 Thomas Aquinas or Tony Abbott or Tex  3 Murdoch tabloid from Adelaide (nickname)  

 Avery or The Antichrist (initials) 4 Citizen soldier of ancient Greece primarily armed  

9 Offspring (pejorative) with air of releasing   with spears and shields and known for use of 

 menace or evil into world (of Satan etc.)  phalanx formation in battle as seen in Gladiator 

11 “We shall not cease from exploration / And  5 In twain, asunder (archaic) 

 the end of all our exploring / Will be to arrive  6 Immortal horse (with power of prophecy and  

 where we started / And know the place for   speech) given by Poseidon to King Peleus of 

 the first blah blah blah” Celebrated Anglo   Phthia on occasion of marriage to Ocean goddess 

 American poet (1, 1, 5)  Thetis and given to son Achilles to draw chariot  

13 City in northern Italy with cathedral housing   (with Balius) in Trojan War 

 burial shroud of Jesus with full-length image  10 Members of indigenous first nation people of  

 of scourged and crucified body imprinted on   Japan (known for hirsuteness) 

 cloth by radiation produced at moment of  12 Psychopathic US music mogul (incarcerated)  

 Resurrection  associated with Death Row Records, 90s rap and  

14 Biblical King of Bashan with giant iron bed   murdering Biggie and Tupac (nickname)   

 (slain by Moses) 16 Third Temple (initials) 

15 Frothy skirt of silk, tulle, gauze or nylon    

 worn by ballerinas  15 Nov 2022 

17 Confers, bestows or renews authority or    

 power for additional term   

 


